Double-shell gold nanoparticle-based DNA-carriers with poly-L-lysine binding surface.
In view of the prospective applications of polyamine coatings in functional gold nanoparticles for use as carriers in gene delivery systems, in tissue repair and as bactericidal and virucidal non-toxic vehicle, we have investigated the interactions of poly-l-lysine (PLL) with gold nanoparticles (AuNP). Since direct binding of PLL to AuNP is not strong at neutral pH, we have focused on PLL interactions with carboxylated self-assembled monolayers (SAM) on AuNP, such as the citrate-capped AuNP. The double-shell nanoparticles AuNP@Cit/PLL thus produced do not contain any toxic thiols. We have observed strong electrostatic interactions between polycationic chains of PLL and AuNP@Cit in weakly acidic to weakly alkaline solutions (pH 5-9), as evidenced by the bathochromic shift of the local surface plasmon (SP) band and strong increase in resonance elastic light scattering (RELS) intensity. The stoichiometry of interactions evaluated on the basis of RELS data indicates on a hyper-Langmuirian type of interactions with stoichiometric coefficient n = 1.35 (PLL : AuNP@Cit). From the RELS titration data, a shift of the deprotonation constant for the bound PLL has been determined (pK(a) = 11.6 for the bound PLL vs. 10.48 for the free PLL). The deprotonation of PLL leads to AuNP aggregate disassembly, evidenced by sharp RELS decline and hypsochromic shift of SP band. We have found that under these conditions, a residual aggregation due to the interparticle interactions between β-sheets of PLL overcoat become predominant. The molecular dynamics simulations indicate that multiple hydrogen bonds can also be formed between the PLL linker and the shell molecules of AuNP@Cit. The double-shell nanoparticles, AuNP@Cit/PLL, have been shown to attract DNA molecules using highly sensitive RELS measurements presenting the proof-of-concept for the suitability of this non-toxic nanostructured material for gene delivery applications. The advantage of the proposed material is no toxicity related to the ligand release in gene delivery processes in contrast to the thiol-functionalized AuNP.